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ABOUT HELLER, DRAPER, PATRICK, HORN
& MANTHEY, LLC

Based in Louisiana, the law firm of Heller, Draper, Patrick, Horn &
Manthey LLC is recognized as one of the premiere bankruptcy and
insolvency firms in the nation. They currently have law offices in
New Orleans, Baton Rouge and Covington, Louisiana.
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Legal

LIFE BEFORE NETCHEX

At the firm, Carrie Dunn is our main contact as Legal Administrator, and prior to switching to Netchex, was using Paychex for payroll and time and
attendance. As it goes with small business, Carrie is a wearer of many hats, and her various duties brought about inefficiences and inaccuracies
with Paychex that jammed her day with lengthy service calls. In 2017, she switched to Netchex to put that wasted time back into her day.

Netchex Services:

☑ Payroll & Tax

☑ Manager Self-Service

☑ Time & Attendance

☑ NetInsight

☑ Employee Self-Service

☑ ACA Central

“I’ve handled payroll in my position for over 20 years, from doing it manually and using
other payroll companies, and when I found Netchex, I was elated.
The professionalism and knowledge everyone on the team is superior to any other
company I’ve worked with. I’ve recommended Netchex to several of my Association of
Legal Administrator friends and many have made the switch.”
Carrie Dunn | Legal Administrator
WHY WE WERE (AND ARE) THE BEST SOLUTION

Carrie’s biggest priority is getting the firm’s employees paid correctly and on
time. With Netchex’s single-source functionality, our payroll and time and
attendance systems seamlessly communicate with each other, making it easier
for her to calculate time worked and cross it off her to-do list with confidence.
Our Time & Attendance platform gives them options for time collection, like
web-based clocks, timesheet entry for salaried staff, and ethernet badges and
biometric devices. Not only is there versatility, but Netchex monitors excessive
absences, overtime, unscheduled work, and uses your company’s archived
data to forecast labor costs. As a Netchex client, your needs come first, and that
includes making sure your processes are efficient and saving you money.
If she ever has an issue, Carrie feels confident in contacting her Netchex service team. She states, “Having my team available via email or
phone is wonderful. Immediate assistance when needed.” Netchex never redirects you to multiple service members or different departments.
Our professional, hospitable team of FPC certified professionals can answer your questions on a range of issues, and efficiently.

®

Let’s talk. Visit netchex.com or call 877-729-2661 to learn more.

